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Rulers never look at the results of their actions; they do it only when they lose a 
war, when the winners force them to pay the damages of defeat. Now they are 
facing the huge disaster caused by the European unification and the single 
currency, but there are no winners forcing them to recognize how wrong it was 
their project; therefore they continue to pretend that "Europe" exists, and whinein 
front of the owners of the European Central Bank (as recently did also the italian 
Minister Padoan). This means whining in front of the very same people to whom 
we gave our sovereignty and independence, asking them to have mercy on us; 
asking them not to send us letters of reprimand along with the deserved fines. Well, 
why governments and citizens do not recognize how absurd  is this all? That the 
terrible economic crisis, the tragic unemployment, the loss of hope for the future, 
the renunciation to have children, the invasion of immigrants which is devastating 
us, are the results of that unreal project called "European Unification"?

The single currency gave to the owners of the Central Bank – who are private 
citizens – the power to create the money which is produced by our work, and this 
has only triggered the bomb that detonated the crisis; but it was the inevitable 
result of a political imaginary construction: the European Union. An imaginary 
construction bearing  the imprinting of those who always worked in this way,  with 
claims totally devoid of reality: the Masons. To the highest degrees of Freemasonry 
belong all existing Monarchies in Europe, from the British to the Belgian, Dutch, 
Danish, Swedish and Spanish ones, and are participating in the EU; they also are 
the owners of the European Central Bank, and cash-in loads of money. To 
Freemasonry also belong big and small exponents of Finance, who are participating 
into the central banks, including the one of the European Union: from the 
Rothschilds to the Rockefellers, to Draghi, Ciampi, Prodi, and obviously they too 
cash-in loads of money.

The habit of speaking about their ideas as if they were real is a very special feature 
in which we would easily see the danger of delirium, if this happened only in a 
single individual. But since it happens instead in an association of great prestige as 
Freemasonry, no one stops to reflect about it, let alone to show it clearly. To have a 
prime example, it will be enough to read article 1 of the Universal Declaration of 
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Human Rights (which appeared in 1789 for the first time): "All men are born free 
and equal in dignity and rights." Which statement is more wrong than this? Men 
are born poor or rich, free or slaves, servants or masters, pure or impure, according 
to sex, social system, religion, culture, caste, class, time and to the place where they 
belong.

Article 1, therefore, enunciates perhaps an aspiration, an ideal to be realized, not a 
reality; and in fact, Freemasonry has worked and works with all its strength for this 
purpose, often directing and forcing the social and political events in the desired 
direction. However, until today the Declaration of Human Rights has passed 
unscathed, without anyone noticing its errors; so that it was attached to the Treaty 
of Lisbon with the statement that the European Union has made its principles its 
own. Too bad that the Lisbon Treaty has certified the non-existence of that 
European Union which was so well conceived by the Masons with the same 
characteristics of their illusory mindset. A detail of these days testifies as best the 
illusion: the important meeting in Vienna to discuss about the Iraqi nuclear, was 
attended by the so-called Five plus One, namely the US, Russia, China, England, 
France, plus Germany. But did not England, France, Germany belong to the EU? It 
would seem not. Lady Ashton was presiding the meeting as High Representative of 
the EU, instead of ms. Mogherini, because she is considered incapable by everyone, 
but also because Ashton is trusted from England and consequently from all the 
other countries.
Let us finally add that we, Italian citizens, are ashamed of the miserable way the 
Italian State is run, we are ashamed to be ruled by people completely devoid of any 
title and expertise in the fields assigned to them.
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